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What I Have Learnt From
My Mum

// Education from Women //

There was no question that I would start with my mum.   As a
child I had huge expectations of what my mum would do for me,

the expectation to be there at the end of the school day, to be
there when I need her, to be there for any reason at all but to do

it with love and a smile.   It feels normal for a child to want this
and most days were like this but not all days.   What I learnt from

my mum that we are all human with our own issues,
heartbreaks, and hurt.  JUST LIKE ME - she was dealing with her

own stuff!   I learnt that I had to not see a title (Mum, Teacher,
Boss ) but see a human - a title does not make you exempt from

life or have this ability to hold all your shit together because
people are expecting things from you.   My upbringing was a
tough one, but I learnt that we are all human and to let go of
those expectations. I created such high ones that she could
never meet and then I would be always be disappointed and

hurt.   I see you for who you are Mum, I miss you daily and wish
we had more time together.   What I learnt was to stop and see

the person and not the title.  Thank you Mum.



Our end destinations are different. I was so damn excited to
attend my first mums and bub group. Let's just note - that my
girl is now 21 years of age so it was a while ago but still a good
lesson for me. I was 27 when I had my girl - I started the first

group of baby massage classes which I loved but it was all about
learning the art of massage for me. it was not to I went to the

next group that I learnt big lessons. I was a little obsessed with
parenting education books and the thought of going to a group

where we can share and discuss our ideas on all things
developmental sounded like it was a go for me. I had it set in my
head that was what the group would offer. When I arrived, some

women just wanted to chat about anything and everything,
some needed space so they could rest, some wanted to teach

their kids to share and others wanted to know where to find the
right support like best child doctor etc or best playgroups or

schools to look into. I was the only one wanting to discuss my
books and all things developmental. I left on my first day only to

express to my husband how disappointed I was that no one
wanted to talk about what I wanted to. The more I attended the

group I could see the individual parents and how what they
needed they desperately needed. I had a thought that we would
all be the same but our end state was different. We are all mums
seeking the support of one kind or another but the same thing
was the support. I remembered this when joining other groups
remembering everyone is coming with a different purpose - to

be open-minded and kind. (not always easy - but working
progress).

// Education from Women //

what I have learnt from
my mum and bubs group



We all share the same fears.  I have been so nervous going to
events, my Inner Critic going through the roof.  Networking in
civi street compared to the military for me was all of a sudden
the loss of the identity which felt like a loss of strength. I then

had to find the right circles, put on a dress and heels (what the) I
was scared to put myself out there and felt totally judged.  What

I learnt - that we are more alike than different and that we all
have those fears, being brave is a scary thing.  I have found the
right circles where women talk about how it really is... and we

are all feeling it.  I thank these women for their honesty you have
made me feel like I fit in, I have a place because when I started I

felt like I could possibly never belong.   

// Education from Women //

what I have learnt from
networking with women



Feel the Fear and do it anyway!  Watching my child throughout
her life especially when she was younger but also as an adult -
she was scared to try her first swimming carnival, her first test,

her first athletics, her first sleepover - whatever it was she talked
about and then just did it. It was the perfect example for me to
feel the fear and do it anyway. Of course, she did not know this

and it was something that she would just do - like it was natural.
 As I became a single mum and dealing with depression some

days I could not get off the floor but EVERYTIME I would think of
her and tell myself if she can as a child then I can.  It was so

important to me that it was a natural process - yes you do feel
fear but you know what, you get up and do it anyway.  Alicia this
is one lesson you have taught me - I could write a book on all of

them and keep writing to the day I die.  You are an amazing
person who cares deeply about our planet, our animals and

most importantly people.  Let's all celebrate as women what our
daughters have taught us. I love mine to the moon and back.  

what I have learnt from
my daughter 

// Education from Women //



She wants me to walk out happy after having an enjoyable time.
I have felt that hairdressers are so close to mental health

workers because they have the magic of getting you to talk. I
love this as it is such a release and always feel lighter. I learnt

that they are really invested in you enjoying yourself so bringing
your bad day in and not being open to the pleasant experience
they want you to have impacted her massively. I did not know

that she felt like she failed if you did not leave smiling and
looking forward to the next time. What I learnt was she is not
my psychologist, yes she wants to chat and she wants to hear

about your life but offloading all your negativity is not good for
either of you. Leave it at the door. I walk in now open to enjoy

the experience - even if I can't sit still I take my laptop and stand
in a corner writing away to myself. My hairdresser is happy if I

am happy. Love her x

what I have learnt from
my hairdresser

// Education from Women //



LOYALTY! Oh, this one is big.I thought I was loyal, I was honest -
maybe a few white lies on why I needed days off. I did not really
bitch that much about her to other staff, so I would call myself a
good supervisor - loyal to my boss (but was I really?)Then I met
one boss - showed me loyalty - she could read through any BS,
the reward for my honesty like I need a mental health day off
was acknowledged heard and given.Or the words of I really

don't know what I am doing here or I am scared was
acknowledged and given space to work it out.I backed her

decisions even if I did not understand where they came from
and heard her when it was a decision we had to implement. I
changed and did not complain but stayed loyal and showed

staff the belief in the work. Again more rewards, more
communication on how and why things happened, I became the

trusted circle.I was brave enough to say when I reached
management that this job was new, I need mentoring and a safe

space to grow. I discussed expectations hers and mine, again
more rewards of trust, not being micromanaged.The more I

communicated, the more I shared and understood the human I
was working with and the better my work environment

became.Take away the BS, white lies, the non-support and I
attempted true loyalty - I took a chance and it paid off - I was

loyal to her and she was loyal to me. It is kind of like love - you
have to put yourself out there - hiding and pretending or using

white lies is toxic.Thankyou - you know who you are - you
showed me being brave is worth it - I am forever loyal to these

type of women.

// Education from Women //

what I have learnt from
my boss



To Listen. I used to mask up everyday and just
soldier on. When asked ‘how are you?’ It was

always answered with a smile and a quick
response of great. I don’t really know if I ever

truly knew how I was feeling. I was just
masked up and robot mode! It can be the job
role, the circumstances, the environment, the

culture - so many things that make many
mask up - JUST LIKE ME. There is no

judgement here! When a work colleague
talked to me - I learnt to stop - give a 100%

attention and listen. The feeling of things not
being well or not just right made me turn and

give them my time. I did not just hear the
words but watched the body language and

intuitively feel what they were saying - to read
what was not being said. I had to go beyond
the mask - to look for signals - to see the real
response. Not to push them on how they are

feeling but to support them. Maybe they
needed a: a gentle day but they would not say
it, a hug - but they would not ask, a cup of tea
away from everyone else - they would not be
selfish. I could only listen when I gave them

space and took it all in. How many times had I
kept my eyes on the computer screen as a
colleague talked or said not now to a staff

member without even looking in their eyes.
My colleagues taught me to listen - to create a
space. Thank you - this was the best lesson of

all.

what I have learnt from
my work colleagues

// Education from Women //



PIVOTAL CHANGE! I learnt that from all the emotions
and baggage that I carry it created blinkers. I could

not see things clearly. Not at all. My mentors created a
space that I could talk through it and in doing this it
removed the blinkers so I could really see. I had the
aha moments, see things in a different light or just

have that sounding board. This created change, a new
pattern instead of living in a world with a blinkered

view. Thank you for patience, time and a safe space to
land. I know that I do need to check in to see if it is a
real view or a blinkered view. It created that change,
turned me a couple of degrees in a new direction - I

have so much gratitude for this.

what I have learnt from
my mentors

// Education from Women //



Change my mindset. Shopping would not be my favourite task -
actually any type of shopping is really not my favourite thing to

do. I started this task always with a shitty mindset - resting
biatch face for sure. A crappy mindset and a face that said I am

in a crappy mood and I would head out on the shopping task
only to be greeted with sales assistant doing the best they can
with a crappy customer. The story in my head was - this is their
job - why can’t they be nice - no wonder I hate shopping! UGHI
don’t know how I connect these dots some days because now I
look back on it and laugh of the silliness of it all. The thing I did
not like about shopping was the assistants but rather it was the

loudness of shops- lots of people - a little anxiety playlist and
some ear buds calmed me right down. Put a smile on my face
even. By the time I made it to the sales assistant I could smile,

chat, see if I could make her smile too! I changed my whole
mindset because I was tired of being served my sales assistant
that could not be uber nice to me when I was in a shitty mood. I

believed I was going to have a bad time on the task before
leaving the house and bam guess what I did. I couldn’t escape
shopping as much online stuff I could do I still had to go into

some shops and to do this I had to reduce the anxiety and flip
the mindset - Just to one that this is going to be ok - I have

some tools and I can do this smiling. I apologise to all the shop
assistants who dealt with the crappy me - I hope our paths cross

again so I can show you the ME that you changed.

// Education from Women //

what I have learnt from
my shop assistant



A season, a reason or a lifetime. I really never believed this
meaning knowing every one of my friends that I connected with
I connected hard. I could never imagine breaking up with a best

friend. I know that I changed, I grew, I viewed the world
differently and then the meaning made sense - a reason or a

season - I learnt to be ok with this and let go with what no
longer serves you, what causes pain. This was a hard lesson and

hurts just as much like a break up from a loved one (well that
actually is what it is).I learnt to forgive myself and not look at it
as failing as a friend but rather that we grow differently and at
different rates and we are not always going to be on the same
path. I love my forever friends NOW - I never know when they
will change or will I and they change to a season or a reason. I

learnt acceptance, forgiveness, and change. Thank you to all the
friends in my life who have taught and shown me wonderful

things - you have been part of my story.

// Education from Women //

what I have learnt from
my girlfriends



I am Veteran and I spent 19 years in the military - when anything
arises there is a templated solution on how to solve issues -

apply the template rigidly to every situation.   When stepping
away from that culture I was like a kid in a candy store and
found there were many different ways to deal with my new
environment - I removed the templated way.   My new circle

showed me different ways on how to approach these- there was
no one size fits all approach and I was now shown a variety of

solutions.   My circle expanded my toolbox and gave me so many
new tools that I did not know existed. I now see them as

foundations into my daily practice. I love the adaptability and
how malleable they are and also interchangeable.   Thankyou my

circle - you are supportive, you help me grow every day.  

my circlemy circle

// Education from Women //

what I have learnt from 


